Introducing
Blue Steak Performance™
by Hayden

Blue Streak has been the flagship brand for Standard performance products for over 80 years. The Blue Streak® name became synonymous with premium quality in the automotive aftermarket with a product that was actually superior to the OE part.

High Performance Radiator Fan Motor

Hayden® PART # 3850

*PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS:
- 20% Increase in Airflow
- 25% Increase in Fan Motor Torque
- 14% Increase in Fan Speed
- 41% Increase Fan Motor HP
- Heavy Duty Brushes
- Increased Windings
- Heavy Duty Ball Bearings

*Specifications based on dual fan motor replacement.
Blue Streak Performance™ by Hayden® introduces a unique four pole, high performance, heavy duty electric fan, that when coupled with our 37mm heavy duty cooler, creates a self contained, compact cooling machine.

- 8” diameter fan allows for many different applications:
  - Transmission Cooling
  - Engine Oil Cooling
  - Custom Radiator Designs
- Longer life and more torque than standard two pole motors
- More efficient operation, high velocity blades
- Compatible with all Hayden® fan controllers